As an undeclared student, you are part of the largest 'major' on campus. On Majors Day (Tuesday), new students get to meet with faculty in each of the different majors and learn more about Truman’s majors. We do not want you to miss out on the opportunity to meet Truman faculty. Hence, you may follow your current academic interest and pick one of the options below. By attending one of the Majors Day presentations, you are not declaring a major, but you will learn more about a major and meet Truman faculty.

If you would prefer to attend an activity specifically for Undeclared students, you are invited to attend “Starting Out Undeclared,” in MG 2050 from 2:30-4:30. This meeting will be led by our Academic Advisors and features local professionals (some Truman alums.) discussing how they made their majors work for them in the workplace.

**Majors Day Options for Undeclared Students**

*All Majors Day activities begin at 2:30 – locations listed below major*

- **Accounting**  
  *Violette Hall 1000*
- **Agricultural Science**  
  *Magruder Hall 2030*
- **Art**  
  *Ophelia Parrish Art Gallery (Ophelia Parrish 1114)*
- **Biology**  
  *Magruder Hall 2000 (Undeclared Students meet at 2:20)*
- **Business Administration**  
  *Violette Hall 1000*
- **Chemistry**  
  *Magruder Hall 1000*
- **Classical and Modern Languages**  
  *Baldwin Hall 351*
- **Communication**  
  *Barnett Hall 1211 (across from Red Barn Park)*
- **Communication Disorders**  
  *Health Sciences Building 2203*
- **Computer Science**  
  *Violette Hall 2nd floor Commons Area (go up the stairs in the middle of the building)*
Economics
McClain Hall 211

English and Linguistics
Student Union Building Alumni Room (main level, room 2105)

Exercise Science
Student Union Building Activities Room (upper level, room 3200)

French
Baldwin Hall 351

German
Baldwin Hall 351

Health Science
Student Union Building Activities Room (upper level, room 3200)

History
Baldwin Hall 156

Justice Systems
Barnett Hall 2224

Mathematics
Violette Hall 1010

Music
Ophelia Parrish Performance Hall (room 1393)

Philosophy and Religion
Please see flyer at trumanweek.truman.edu/majorsday/phre/ for room information

Physics and Engineering
Magruder Hall 1096

Political Science
McClain 208 & 209

Psychology
Last Names A-I: Barnett 2219, J-R: Barnett 2403, S-Z: Barnett 2404

Romance Languages
Baldwin Hall 351

Russian
Baldwin Hall 351

Sociology/Anthropology
Barnett Hall 2226 (across from Red Barn Park)

Spanish
Baldwin Hall 351

Theatre
James G. Severns’ Theatre, Ophelia Parrish 1301

Undeclared Workshop: “Starting out Undeclared”
Magruder Hall 2050